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Abstract—In this paper, we present an efficient in-DBMS
framework for progressive time-aware sub-trajectory cluster
analysis. In particular, we address two variants of the problem:
(a) spatiotemporal sub-trajectory clustering and (b) index-based
time-aware clustering at querying environment. Our approach
for (a) relies on a two-phase process: a voting-and-segmentation
phase followed by a sampling-and-clustering phase. Regarding
(b), we organize data into partitions that correspond to groups of
sub-trajectories, which are incrementally maintained in a
hierarchical structure. Both approaches have been implemented
in Hermes@PostgreSQL, a real Moving Object Database engine
built on top of PostgreSQL, enabling users to perform
progressive cluster analysis via simple SQL. The framework is
also extended with a Visual Analytics (VA) tool to facilitate real
world analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION
Knowledge discovery in mobility data [11] exposes
patterns of moving objects useful in several fields, such as
transportation, climatology, zoology, mobile social networks.
Mobility (mostly GPS-based) data capturing results in
trajectories of moving objects stored in Moving Object
Databases (MOD), call for novel methods aiming at effective
comprehension and analysis of mobility.
In the literature of trajectory-based data mining [13], one
can identify several types of mining models used to describe
various collective behavioral patterns. Focusing on trajectory
clustering, the majority of related work proposes a variety of
distance functions, utilized by well-known clustering
algorithms to identify collective behavior among entire
trajectories. In a parallel line of research most related to the
current approach, researchers aim to discover local patterns in
MOD, i.e. co-movement patterns that are alive only for a
portion of moving objects’ lifespan, such as moving clusters,
flocks, convoys, swarms, platoons and other patterns [13].
Other techniques, such as TRACLUS [5], simplify and
partition the given trajectories and then apply density-based
clustering, focusing on the spatial and ignoring the temporal
dimension.
Exploration of clustering results is often supported by
interactive Visual Analytics (VA) tools, as in the examples
illustrated in Fig. 1. The dataset employed for this example is
1

a real MOD consisting of aircrafts approaching airports of the
London metropolitan area. However, it is straightforward to
employ datasets from other domains, such as maritime or
urban traffic movement. For instance, the cluster affiliation of
trajectory segments is represented on a map display by color
coding. The user can interactively select which clusters to
show or hide, in order to be able to examine selected clusters
in detail. The existence times of the clusters and the changes
of their cardinality over time can be explored using a time
histogram, in which bars are divided into segments painted in
the same colors as the cluster members in the map. The 3D
shapes of the cluster members can be seen in a 3D display. In
general, VA systems provide a number of visual and
interactive techniques designed to support mobility data
exploration and analysis [1].
Towards the goal of interactive mobility data exploration
and analysis, our motivation in this work is to demonstrate
how a MOD engine built on top of extensible DBMS can
efficiently incorporate two sub-trajectory clustering
algorithms proposed recently, namely Sampling-based SubTrajectory Clustering (S2T-Clustering) [9] and Query-based
Trajectory Clustering (QuT-Clustering) [10]. Interestingly,
both algorithms operate on the entire spatio-temporal domain,
by overpassing on the one hand some limitations of the stateof-the-art TRACLUS framework, while on the other hand
eliminating hard-to-tune parameters as those introduced in the
co-movement patterns approaches. Most importantly, with
our approach we demonstrate the feasibility of progressive
time-aware analytics, in terms that we allow a data analyst to
select different time periods to perform his/her analysis,
without being obliged to apply from scratch costly
preprocessing or iterative clustering procedures.
The practical contribution of this work is that we present a
framework that fulfils two significant specifications: (a)
implements efficient and scalable solutions for sub-trajectory
clustering that (b) operate on a real-world DBMS rather than
being ad hoc implementations. The in-DBMS implementation
of our methods is performed in Hermes@PostgreSQL1, our
open source Moving Object Database (MOD) engine built on
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II. MAJOR MODULES AND SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
In this section, we present the details of the two major
modules of our approach, namely S2T-Clustering and QuTClustering. Then, we provide the overall architecture of our
system.

Figure 1. Interactive visual exploration of clustering results: map display of
clusters (top); evolution of cardinality of clusters over time (middle); 3D
shapes of cluster members (bottom).

top of PostgreSQL, by using GiST [3] extensibility interface
provided by PostgreSQL. To our knowledge, it is the first time
in the literature that GiST is used to index trajectory-based
mobility data for the above purposes. More specifically, GiST
is utilized in order to build a 3D-RTree index tailored for
trajectories. Therefore, we argue that this is a step towards
bridging the gap between MOD management and mobility
data mining, as state-of-art frameworks [6][12][1] could make
use of the efficiency and the advantage of our approach to
execute in-DBMS (sub-)trajectory clustering via simple SQL
queries.

A. S2T-Clustering
In general, the objective of sub-trajectory clustering is to
partition trajectories into sub-trajectories and then form
groups of similar ones, while at the same time separate those
(called outliers) that fit into no group. S2T-Clustering [9] is a
state-of-the-art algorithm consists of two phases: during the
first phase, a Neighborhood-aware Trajectory Segmentation
(NaTS) method is applied over trajectories, thus splitting them
in sub-trajectories; during the second phase, Sampling,
Clustering and Outlier (SaCO) detection steps are performed
in order to provide the final result. NaTS relies on a voting and
segmentation process that detects homogenized subtrajectories in the MOD w.r.t. how many other objects move
in their neighborhood, while SaCO selects the most
representative ones to serve as the seeds of the clusters, around
which the clusters are formed (also, the outliers are isolated).
In more detail, during the adopted voting process each 3D
trajectory segment of a given trajectory is voted by other
trajectories w.r.t. their mutual distance. The voting received
by each segment is a value ranging from 0 to N (N being the
cardinality of the MOD) that has the physical meaning of how
many trajectories co-move with that trajectory for a certain
period of time. After the voting process takes place, the
trajectory segmentation process follows. The goal of this step
is to partition each trajectory into sub-trajectories having
homogenous representativeness, irrespectively of their shape
complexity. However, the goal of sub-trajectory clustering is
to partition the entire dataset into groups (clusters) and to
detect the outliers among the sub-trajectories identified by the
trajectory segmentation step. Therefore, in our proposal, we
first select the appropriate sampling set S and then, we tackle
the problem of clustering according to the following idea:
each sub-trajectory in the sampling set is considered to be a
cluster representative. So, the sampling set should contain
highly voted trajectories of the MOD which, at the same time,
would cover the 3D space occupied by the entire dataset as
much as possible. Then, the clustering is done building the
clusters “around” those representatives. For more details
about S2T-Clustering, please refer to [9].
B. QuT-Clustering
In summary, QuT-Clustering [10] relies upon a hierarchical
structure, called ReTraTree (for Representative Trajectory
Tree) that effectively indexes a MOD for sub-trajectory
clustering purposes. ReTraTree consists of four levels: the
first two levels operate on the temporal dimension, the third
level builds clusters upon the spatio-temporal characteristics
of the trajectories, and the fourth level is the actual data
storage along with the corresponding indexes (3D-RTree) for
effective retrieval.
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their voting descriptors feed the Sampling module that selects
new representatives, which are then back-propagated to the
in-memory part of ReTraTree. The new representative
trajectories as well as the raw sub-trajectories form the input
of the GreedyClustering module: if a sub-trajectory is
clustered around a new representative, it is archived in its
appropriate partition on disk; otherwise, it is considered
outlier and is re-inserted to ReTraTree, as it may now be
accommodated in the index. Note that our implementation is
completely independent from PostGIS. This implies that the
underlying R-tree index, coined pg3D-Rtree in Fig. 2, has
also been implemented from scratch on top of GiST.
Having this functionality in hand, the data analyst is able
to perform interactive clustering analysis, by providing
different values of W as input, through either the SQL
interface of Hermes@PostgreSQL [11] or the incorporated
V-Analytics tool [1].
III.

Figure 2. Architecture of the time-aware sub-trajectory clustering module
implemented in Hermes@PostgreSQL

Given a MOD indexed according to ReTraTree structure
and a temporal period W of interest, QuT-Clustering
efficiently retrieves the subset of the MOD, actually the
clusters and outliers at sub-trajectory level, that temporally
intersect W. The structure of the QuT-Clustering query in SQL
follows:
SELECT QUT(D, Wi, We, , , t, d, );
where D is the dataset name, Wi and We are the initial and the
ending time of the temporal period W, and , , t, d, 
correspond to the respective parameters of the QuT-Clustering
algorithm [10]. For more details about ReTraTree and the
QuT-Clustering algorithm, please refer to [10].
C. System Architecture
The architecture of our framework is illustrated in Fig. 2.
As expected, the core of the framework is the ReTraTree. The
trajectories composing the MOD are partitioned according to
the in-memory part of the structure and stored on disk-based
partitions. The trajectories assigned to an existing
representative trajectory are archived on disk in dedicated Rtree indexed partitions (called ‘pg3D-Rtree-k’ in Fig. 2). On
the other hand, outlier trajectories are organized on disk in a
separate partition. When the size of a partition exceeds a predefined threshold, S2T-Clustering takes action: it applies
Voting among trajectories, with the voting results indicating
the Segmentation of trajectories into sub-trajectories that
should take place. The resulting sub-trajectories along with

ABOUT THE DEMONSTRATION

Throughout the demonstration, users will be able to test
the system using a real dataset of moving objects. The users
will have the chance to catch a glimpse “under the hood”,
experiment and visualize the results of some state of the art
clustering techniques, such as [9] and [10]. More specifically,
the demonstration captures the following phases - scenarios:
Preparatory phase (background knowledge): Initially,
the user has the opportunity to comprehend the internals of
our implementation and API, which exploits on the
extensibility interface given by PostgreSQL. We show off the
datatypes and operands resulting in Hermes@PostgreSQL
MOD engine. In addition, we demonstrate how the user can
use our SQL API to run all legacy operands, and even more
interestingly, focus on the two sub-trajectory clustering
approaches, allowing orders of magnitude speedup in
comparison to corresponding PostgreSQL functions [9].
In action phase – scenario 1: Having gained the necessary
background knowledge, the user experiences a progressive
clustering scenario based on the S2T-Clustering algorithm [9]
as well as related methods, such as T-OPTICS [7], TRACLUS
[5] and Convoys [4], and VA methods that aim at the analysis
of the discovered patterns. For instance, Fig. 3 presents an
example of results of two runs of S2T-Clustering, for
comparison purposes. The cluster representatives from the
two runs are viewed in a 3D display. The user can either put
both sets of results in the same 3D display or create two 3D
displays, each showing one set of results. In the first case, the
user can interactively switch on and off the visibility of each
set of results. The same can be done with a map display.
Moreover, the user experiences in discovering and visualizing
other interesting patterns, such as the holding patterns
typically performed by aircrafts as they approach to their
destination, in our case London airports (as it is illustrated in
Fig. 4).
In action phase – scenario 2: In turn, we present a
progressive clustering scenario, this time focusing on the
temporal dimension and highlighting the QuT-Clustering
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query, and (iii) applying clustering (S2T-Clustering, in our
case). Second, we follow a similar approach, but this time we
use the V-Analytics component of our framework in order to
comprehend the evolvement of the sub-trajectory patterns
with increasing time periods W. In detail, by setting small
value of W we focus on the landing phase of aircrafts and
visualize the discovered clusters (recall, e.g. Fig. 3); then, we
increase the value of W to the past in order to realize the
evolution of patterns as aircrafts pass from the cruising to the
landing phase.
For deeper comprehension of both progressive analysis
scenarios (S2T-Clustering and QuT-Clustering) to be
demonstrated, two related videos are available at
Hermes@PostgreSQL demo web page2.
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